Cindy’s Jumpers
Churro Machine Rental
Operating Instructions
562-841-7719

INSTALLATION
1. Place the unit in a prominent location on a level counter, where the churros will attract
attention.
2. Precaution should be taken so customers do not come in contact with the hot unit.
3. These rental includes two machines. The first is the electric oven which will cook the churros
and the second is the display which will keep the churro warm with two heat lamps until served.
4. Plug the power cord into a suitable (20 amp) 120 volt outlet that can provide the required
wattage. Having other appliances on a circuit, may prevent your unit from receiving the necessary
voltage.
NOTE: It is very important to make sure that the machine is in the OFF position before
you connect it to any outlet. Do not remove the crumb tray until you turn the machine
OFF.
GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES
1. Fill the electric oven machine with pre-cooked frozen churros. The machine has a heating
element in the bottom and top. Set the temperature to high (450 degrees) turn the electric timer to
10 minutes.
NOTE: You must turn the timer ON for the heating element to turn ON.
2. Once all the churros are fully cooked you may then transfer them to the display case where
they will stay warm with the heating lamps until they are served.
3. Once you need to serve the churro, at that time then you can remove the churro from the
display case and add sugar and cinnamon sugar mix to it and serve it.
NOTE: Do not add sugar and cinnamon mix to the churro and then place it back in the
heating display case machine. The mix should be added outside separated from the
machine and right before it will be served.
COOKING
Cooking time will depend on the amount of product and frozen temperature of the churros. If the
churros are not fully cooked within 7 minutes, you may add more time to the electric oven to full
cook them.
CLEANING
No Cleaning is required just empty out excess churros.
TROUBLESHOOTING
If you have any problems at all with your machine rental, it is very important that you contact the
office at 562-841-7719 and speak to someone about it. We will try to troubleshoot it over the
phone, and if that does not work we will send someone out to fix it or exchange the machine. If
you fail to call or refuse an exchange a refund will not issued.

